Objective: To analyze patterns of cerebral microdialysis in patients with traumatic brain injury and, with a neural network methodology, investigate pattern relationships to intracranial pressure and cerebral perfusion pressure.
C erebral microdialysis (MD) has, since the pioneering studies by Tossman and Ungerstedt (1) , been extensively studied in animal models and has led to a better understanding of the pathophysi-ology of brain injury. More than 13 yrs of clinical research (2) has produced a large body of work investigating the potential of MD as a monitor (3) of ischemia and brain injury (4) . MD patterns of traumatic brain injury (TBI) have been shown in patient studies to correlate with other monitors of brain physiology such as intracranial pressure (ICP) (5-7), cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) (8, 9) , regional oxygen extraction fraction (10) , jugular bulb venous saturation (11) , brain tissue oximetry (12) , and outcome (5, 7, (13) (14) (15) . Standardized catheters and dialysate flows, with consistent recovery rates, have led to the possibility of results obtained in different institutions being more readily compared (16) , and studies have been conducted to estimate baseline values (17) . Despite this, MD has not yet found a clear place in clinical multiplemodal monitoring of TBI patients (18) .
It remains uncertain how, or if, realtime MD data presented to the clinician can be used to guide patient care and prevent cell death. The specificity and sensitivity of MD patterns for ischemia and secondary damage are unknown (16) . Even if mean MD levels in large patient groups can be correlated to other markers of ischemia and secondary insults, individual variations of MD values seem to render the real-time data stream harder to interpret on an individual basis. Representation and analysis of these complex data streams pose a formidable challenge.
Machine learning methods are a group of computer techniques, including among others, artificial neural networks (ANNs), often used in pattern recognition. They have found a proven place in many fields, from bioinformatics (19, 20) and economic analysis to industrial technology, that are confronted with large and complex data sets. Common to machine learning methods are their ability, through iterative training (adaptive learning), to model complex relationships in data (21) and thereby discriminate patterns. The training process is often a regression function during repeated presentation of the data. The adaptive learning processes of ANNs are loosely modeled on mechanisms by which the brain processes information (22) and have been used in areas at which the brain excels, such as voice and image recognition. As alternative statistical methods, they can be seen as nonlinear methods of data clustering (pattern grouping), prediction, classification, regression, and factor analysis (23) . The main potential of ANNs, when used as alternative statistical methods, is this ability to adapt to, and explore, nonlinear relationships (23) between data. Furthermore, network constructions can be re-silient to noise, outliers, and missing data. Automated computer data collection has enabled intensive care research to amass large amounts of data. Moreover, these data will often be abnormally distributed and highly nonlinear. It is probable that machine learning techniques are well suited for this setting and could have a prominent place in future intensive care research (24 -26) .
The Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) is an ANN-like data clustering and projection method capable of reducing multivariable (high-dimensional), nonlinear data onto a two-dimensional grid (map) (22) and thereby enabling the user to visualize patterns in complex data sets. SOMs implement a nonsupervised training (adaptive learning) process, meaning that they cluster patterns directly from input variable (training) data. In contrast, supervised methods, such as the multilayer-perceptron ANN, are trained with known output data as target, analogous to a multivariate analysis. SOM computation is a nonparametric, recursive, regression process (27) . This training process leads to similar patterns of the data being placed in proximity on the maps. These clusters can then be localized visually. Data not used in the training process can be presented to the SOM and projected to the position on the map to which the data most closely resemble. Data can also be coupled with additional parameters (overlays) to visualize potential correlations with clusters in the input data.
We have used Kohonen SOMs to analyze patterns of MD and their relationship to the most targeted values in neurointensive care of TBI patients: ICP and CPP. We hypothesized that recurrent patterns of MD, associated with periods of high ICP or low CPP, would be expected to cluster to consistent regions on a SOM.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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ska Neurointensive Care Unit, with analysis of glutamate, lactate, pyruvate, and glucose in both penumbral and visibly healthy nonpenumbral tissue. In addition, patients were required to have recorded ICP and mean arterial pressure (MAP). Microdialysis Technique. MD probes were placed cortically during evacuation of traumatic lesions, or upon insertion of ventricular drain catheters, in theater. The choice to instigate MD is at the discretion of the attending neurosurgeon, and frequencies vary between surgeons. All patients had a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) Յ8 before probe insertion. MD dialysis probes, CMA 70 (CMA, Solna, Sweden) of 10 mm membrane length, with a flow rate of 0.3 L/min, were perfused with a Ringer's solution dialysate. The dialysis membrane cutoff level was 20 kDa. Probes were placed, one in penumbral tissue and one in visibly healthy nonpenumbral tissue, most often on the contralateral side to injury. MD data were collected hourly by the bedside pump, CMA 106, and analyzed with an enzymatic photometric technique, CMA 600. The recovery rates for this unit and flow rate have been found to be approximately 70% (28) . Membrane to vial time (dead volume) is 17 mins (personal communication, CMA). An ischemic response is defined (29) , for the purpose of this study, as lactate/pyruvate ratio Ͼ30, glutamate Ͼ20 mol/L, and glucose Ͻ0.9 mmol/L. Patient Treatments. All patients were treated in accordance with local neurointensive care unit procedure. Patients were sedated with midazolam or propofol and morphine. All patients were intubated and mechanically ventilated. Patients received fluid-filled lateral ventricular drains, connected to pressure transducers. PCO 2 was targeted at 4.5 (kPa). When ICP could not be controlled by other measures, hyperventilation was used, guided by jugular bulb oxygenation values. ICP target was Յ20 mm Hg, and CPP was targeted to 60 -70 mm Hg, if necessary with vasopressors (phenylephrine, norepinephrine) and volume infusions (albumin, Ringer's acetate). Other methods of controlling refractory ICP increases were hypertonic mannitol, pentothal infusion to burst suppression, or drainage of cerebral spinal fluid. Blood glucose was targeted at 4 -8 mmol/L. Data Collection. Physiologic data were collected with the surveillance monitors, AS/3 (Datex-Ohmeda, Helsinki, Finland) and written to disk with MD values and time codes via ICU Pilot (CMA). ICP and MAP were recorded in 1-to 2-min intervals. CPP was defined as MAP (transducer at the lateral ventricular level) Ϫ ICP. Outcome was assessed according to trichotomous, 6-month Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) (30) .
Data Processing. Data were filtered visually using the graphical interface of the ICU Pilot software package, with additional checks for integrity using our own automated filter tools. Artifacts of MD analysis, such as probe malfunction or flushing, were often identifiable as isolated dropouts or extremely low values of all four markers simultaneously from one probe. Samples taken from within the first hour of probe placement were eliminated due to implant damage (29) . MAP was filtered for arterial catheter flushing and areas of straight signals. ICP was filtered for straight signals, except for areas of low variance that could be identified as open ventricular catheters. ICP was most often low after probe placement, due to cerebral spinal fluid loss, but will not be analyzed because the associated MD values were eliminated to avoid registering implant damage. No other filtering was performed for outliers. Missing data points were not interpolated, as this introduced as much as 20% fictional data. From a MD database of 26 patients and 3703 hrs of MD monitoring, 3236 hrs of filtered data were extracted. Of these data hours, 2425 had full data sets with all eight MD markers simultaneously (four from penumbral and four from nonpenumbral locations), of which 2084 sets (16672 MD samples) had associated ICP and MAP values (with Ͻ30% missing data per hour). These 2084 data hours were used for the analysis. ICP and MAP values were adjusted, relative to MD, to account for a 17-min delay through the catheter (from membrane to vial). ICP and CPP values, for the 60 mins before MD samples, were transformed by taking the percentage of that period, above or below thresholds of 18 mm Hg and 60 mm Hg, respectively. For CPP, a lower cutoff of 55 mm Hg could not be used, as it generates negligible amounts of data. For ICP, an 18 mm Hg cutoff was chosen to include data from areas of open ventricular catheters, most often placed at 20 mm Hg.
SOM Methodology. The Kohonen SOM is defined as a grid of vectors with the number of dimensions matching the data under consideration. In our case, eight MD markers require an eight-dimensional vector. The size of the grid is chosen before training, and the map vectors are initialized (starting vectors). During the training process, each input data vector is compared in turn with each map vector, and the closest match (using Euclidian distance) is declared the winning node. The winning node and near-lying nodes, termed the neighborhood, are then updated by shifting their vector slightly toward that of the input vector (by an amount known as the learning rate). This function is repeated with all the input data, multiple times, with a decay in the learning rate and neighborhood size. This process converges the map to a stable state. SOMs are thus able to "flatten" convoluted, highdimensional data onto a two-dimensional grid, placing similar vectors near each other (i.e., clustering). Clusters will represent patterns in the input data. The geographical distance between two clusters, on the map, represents proximity of pattern, but this distance is nonuniform. There is no assumption of data distribution in Kohonen analysis. SOM Implementation. SOM construction and database extraction were performed with MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and the SOM toolbox for MATLAB (T. Kohonen http:// www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/) on desktop computers. SOMs were initialized in two manners, random or linear. The random initialization has random starting points of all vector components. Linear initialization is done along the two greatest eigenvector components of the data, if these can be calculated. Separate initializations may show some variations of placement on maps, although they often mirror images or rotations. Random initialization was used when the performance of several maps was to be compared. SOMs were trained with a radial (Gaussian) training function. Data must be normalized, as vector components must have similar ranges, to affect the maps proportionately. Input data were therefore normalized linearly ([marker value Ϫ mean marker value]/marker SD) for all markers individually but over all patients. Normalized data has thus a mean of zero and SD of one. Data sets were randomly fed to the maps during training to avoid a possibility of a sequential training effect, due to likeness in near-lying data points.
To quantify individuality and to investigate a possible clustering effect of, in time, nearlying data points, a group of SOMs were trained on patient data (all patients) from the first third of the MD analysis time course (early data). The hours from the last third of the analysis periods (late data) were then presented to the SOMs, placing at the positions (node) that they nearest resembled. They were then assigned to the patient who "owned" (most hits) this node after earlier training. If the node was not assigned to a patient, then the most represented patient in the circumferential nodes was chosen. It was then calculated to what extent maps trained on only early MD data could identify patients, from single hours of late MD data (early and late data thus separated in time). This was done with all eight parameters simultaneously and with data from penumbral and nonpenumbral locations separately. The percentage correct prediction due to chance cannot readily be calculated a priori but is expected to be Ͻ3.8% (1/26 ϫ 100). Therefore, late data were randomly assigned to nodes on SOMs, trained in the same way, and the percentage correctly predicted by chance was established. To determine optimal individual separation, a diagram was constructed with progressively increasing map sizes.
Color overlays of other variables were performed, on trained SOMs, to explore potential relations with clusters in the training data. Each MD data hour (eight markers) was labeled for other corresponding parameters such as ICP, CPP, GOS (by a graded coloring), or patient identity (as a color or number). MD data were then presented to the previously trained SOM and were placed at the node they were projected to during training, coloring this location on the map with the associated variable's coloring. Clustering (grouping) of an associated variable, or color grade for a chosen variable, on the map will signal a similarity of the underlying MD patterns. Thus, if increased ICP has a common pattern of MD among patients, hours of high ICP coloring would then be expected to group on a region of the map. All map figures shown are from one initialization and can thus be compared visually.
RESULTS
Demographic data, and MD means and standard deviations, are shown (Tables 1  and 2 ). Data from all MD markers, with the exception of nonpenumbral pyruvate, are nonnormally distributed.
The patient map (Fig. 1A ) and the label map (Fig. 1B) show a SOM trained on all patient MD data hours. Each MD data hour was labeled with its owner (overlay), by color (patient map) or patient number (label map), coloring the location of that MD hour on the map with the associated owner (see Methods section). A distinct clustering (grouping) of MD data as individual patients is seen, signifying that the dominant patterns imbedded in the MD data are specific to the individual.
SOMs trained on early MD data (see Methods section) could correctly identify a patient from an hour sample of late MD data up to 61% Ϯ 2% SD (Fig. 2) . This is in sharp contrast to the performance of these SOMs fed with MD data, randomly allocated to nodes, correctly assign only 1.3% Ϯ 0.2% SD (Fig. 2 ). This shows, in compliance with the visual interpretation of the patient and label map, that individuality persists throughout the analysis period. SOMs built on four markers, from only penumbral or nonpenumbral tissues, correctly predicted 38% and 24%, respectively. Both locations thus contribute to individuality. With increasing map size, separation increases rapidly, tailing off at a grid size of approximately 900 nodes (Fig. 2) . The main significance of Figure 2 is that near-lying time points (time dependency) are shown not to be the cause of individual patient clustering on the SOMs. Levels of MD, for a particular patient cluster area of a SOM, are explored in the vector maps (Fig. 3) . The vector maps display each individual marker's vector component (MD marker level) at each node as a graded coloring. This coloring of the map forms a surface (topography) of each MD marker's values. For example, a patient who clusters only in the lower left hand corner of the map will have Figure 1 . Kohonen self-organizing maps (SOMs) have been used to cluster and visualize cerebral microdialysis data from patients with severe TBI (glucose, lactate, pyruvate, and glutamate concentrations at penumbral and nonpenumbral locations), representing 2084 data hours from 26 patients. The principal goal of the SOM procedure is to reduce the high-dimensional input data (eight variables) into a two-dimensional representation (map) where local relationships within the input (training) data are preserved. Each grid point (node) represents an eight-dimensional vector, with one vector component for each MD marker. Maps are colored (overlays) for other variables, from corresponding MD hours, to investigate relationships between MD patterns and those chosen variables. All overlays are from the same SOM training, and positions can thus be compared directly between maps. A, the patient coloring map displays a SOM trained on all patient MD data hours. All MD data hours were labeled with colors, corresponding to a patient's identity. Each hour of MD data were then presented to the trained SOM, coloring its position on the map, with a patient color (overlay). This shows a distinct clustering (grouping) of data hours as individuals and thus also of the underlying MD patterns. Axes have no meaning, other than that geographical distances represent "distances" in pattern, although nonuniform. If several patients have had hits in the same node, they are seen as boxes within boxes. The box size increases with the number of hits in the node. B, the label map complements the patient map, showing the SOM labeled (by patient number, Table 1 ) for the patients owning nodes (most hits). This allows for the patient identity of a cluster to be distinguished. glucose levels predominately Ͼ3.2 mmol/L (Ͼϩ1.3 SD) in the penumbra. A lactate level of Ͼ9.9 mmol/L (Ͼϩ1 SD) in the penumbra is primarily found on the upper half of the map. Patient placement on the map is thus a result of the compound restraints of all eight markers. The significant result of the vector map is that there are limited possible ranges of MD data in the areas corresponding to patient clusters on the patient map and that the characteristics causing a patients cluster are identifiable. Periods of increased ICP cluster under individuals and consequently show no common patterns of MD among patients, as seen on the ICP colored map (Fig. 4A ).
The ICP colored map topography generally follows that of the GOS colored map (Fig. 4C ). Patients with prolonged increased ICP have bad outcomes, with the exception of patient 3 (Table 1) , whose clinical deterioration was later attributed to a probable seizure, and not his TBI, and could therefore have exhibited a separate pathology.
Periods of decreased CPP cluster under individuals and consequently show no common patterns of MD among patients, as seen on the CPP colored map (Fig. 4B ). Isolated hours of low CPP are placed disparately on the map, not revealing any underlying common positioning or pattern of MD.
MD patterns are, in this study with a small number of patients, not clearly related to GOS. The trichotomous GOS colored map (Fig. 4C ) did not separate clearly into regions of the map.
The ischemia colored map (Fig. 4D ) identifies all areas of ischemic character as previously defined. This map shows that these areas are predominately individuals clustering (patients 10, 17, 20, 21, 23, and 25). The distance map (Fig. 5 ) visualizes the quantitative distance in pattern between adjacent nodes on the map, creating ridges where patterns differ most. The significant result, viewing these two projections, is that patients with patterns of ischemic character are those most separated from their neighbor patterns, surrounded by ridges and showing no common area of ischemic character. Patients in the middle-bottom region of the distance map have less pathologic MD values and are not bordered by as marked ridges on the distance matrix ( Fig. 5 ). They tend therefore to cluster more freely over larger areas.
Trajectory maps follow an individual's movement over time and were constructed for each patient. A combined map of eight characteristic examples is shown in Figure 6 . Many patients clustered tightly to a region, with no movement to other regions. Several patients can be seen to make a few separate, 1-to 2-hr jumps, to other regions of the maps. These excursions will (if not artifacts) represent dynamic changes of MD. Several patients tend to oscillate between two or three clusters, seemingly to and from high glucose regions. The contribution of the trajectory map is that all patient placement and dynamic movement can be visualized and followed on the SOMs. Figure 2 . The purpose of this graph is to ascertain whether a time-dependency (a similarity of microdialysis [MD] patterns at near-lying time points) causes the individual patient clustering and to quantify individuality. Self-organizing maps (SOMs) trained on early MD data (first third of the MD analysis time course for each patient) were used to identify patients from "snapshot" MD hours of late MD data (last third of the MD analysis time course), thus separated in time. The percentage of correct prediction (y-axis) can be seen to increase rapidly with map size (x-axis), reaching 61% Ϯ 2% SD, of all hours. In contrast, the prediction of random node placement (correct prediction due to chance) is shown at the bottom of the graph, reaching 1.3%. Individuality is thus here shown to persist over time and to be independent of near-lying data hours. Ten SOMs were trained for each map size. 
DISCUSSION
Our main finding is that MD analysis of patients with severe TBI, visualized with SOMs, exhibits highly individualistic patterns that persist throughout the whole analysis period. SOMs trained on early MD data can, when given single "snapshot" hours of late MD data (eight markers), predict the patient from whom the data originated with an accuracy of 61% (random prediction 1.3%). This demonstrates that individuality persists throughout the analysis period and that similarities in temporally adjacent data hours are not the cause of patient clustering. Data from both penumbral and nonpenumbral tissue contribute to the clustering of individuals, although the penumbral tissue seems, as might be expected, to be a somewhat stronger iden-tifier. An initial aim was to test if values of ICP or CPP, the two parameters most widely used to target neurointensive care unit therapy of TBI patients, are reflected in patterns of MD. Because patients cluster predominantly as individuals in distinct regions of the map, and since the increased ICP and decreased CPP regions are found within these individual clusters, there is no common underlying pattern of ICP or CPP correlated to MD patterns, within the range of our data. A patient's location on the map, and thus underlying general MD pattern, will bear a relation to that of other near-lying patients. The interpositioning of patients on the maps could therefore potentially be correlated to other global variables (common to all hours of a patient's MD analysis), such as outcome. However, this study was geared to identify MD data patterns (n ϭ 2084) and not interpatient correlations (n ϭ 26), and thus a discussion of such must be seen in this light.
The reasons for individual MD patterns, as seen in this study, may be embedded in the complex pathophysiology of TBI, which includes several types of lesions and their locations and several mechanisms of cell injury (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) . In addition, blood glucose levels will affect extracellular fluid levels (10) . The conditions in the small region sampled by an MD probe can represent an array of metabolic states. Different states may, however, show similar MD patterns. Support for this has been seen with positron emission tomography (10), where TBI patients exhibited an increased lactate/pyruvate ratio even in nonischemic areas. Thus, metabolic states are the result of complex relationships between supply, demand, and utilization of oxygen and energy substrates, metabolic influences of different cell types, and proximity to irreversibly damaged tissue (39) . Also, global factors known to be correlated with TBI outcome, such as age (40), genetics (41) , and gender (32) , could display differing MD patterns. MD levels seem thus to reflect (at the point where the probe is placed) a cross-section of these parallel processes and gradients, in our data exhibiting levels with distinctive and sustained individuality. Our data thus suggest that the dominant metabolic factors, sampled by MD, are extended throughout the analysis period.
A significance of sustained MD values has been suggested by other investigators (7, 14) . Sustained levels of glutamate (5) increased lactate and lactate/glucose ratio (13) , and low glucose levels (42) have separately been identified as correlated to outcome. The consequence of sustained levels of several simultaneous markers, as seen in our study, is a clustering of individuals on SOMs. Several patients in this study, with the most severely pathologic patterns of MD markers, have good outcomes, reflecting a potential disparity between the local processes and the severity of injury.
Artifacts of the MD methodology do not appear to be a cause of individual clustering. Local reactions to the catheter have not been shown to significantly affect MD levels (43) (after the initial implant damage). Gliosis and epithelial growth on catheters, theoretically affecting MD levels over time, are not believed to be influential (44) . Methodological pa- The coloring is graded from 0% to 100% of hour (blue to red; jet-64 color scaling). B, cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) colored map. The purpose of this projection is to see if periods of decreased CPP have a common MD response and thus a common positioning on the SOM. MD data positions on the trained SOM were color labeled for corresponding hours of CPP (overlay). CPP is represented as a percentage of the last hour Ͻ60 mm Hg. The coloring is graded from 0% to 100% of hour (blue to red; jet-64 color scaling). C, Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) colored map. The purpose of this projection is to see if MD patterns are common to certain outcomes. MD data positions on the trained SOM were color labeled for corresponding patient outcomes, as Glasgow Outcome Scale (6-month, trichotomous, black, GOS 1; red, GOS 2-3; green, . As patients cluster as individuals, there can be no common MD pattern. Interindividual placement of patients, adjacently placed on the map, could signify a similarity of pattern, but this significantly reduces observation size (n ϭ 26 individuals as opposed to n ϭ 2084 data hours). D, the ischemia colored map displays all data hours fulfilling conditions of an ischemic pattern as defined: lactate/pyruvate ratio Ͼ30, glucose Ͻ0.9 mmol/L, and glutamate Ͼ20 mol/L. Red is penumbral, and blue is nonpenumbral probe locations. tient studies have shown fair reproducibility with two identical catheters placed in near proximity, in nonpenumbral tissue (28) . MD seems thus to reliably re-flect marker levels in the extracellular fluid. Data artifacts due to machine analysis, catheter failure, pump failure, and human factors seem recognizable and are filtered. Data loss is great, and 3703 hrs of MD monitoring time produces only 2084 hrs of complete data sets (56%), with loss mostly due to data dropouts from one or both catheters. That data loss is systematic during periods of dynamic MD patterns is not probable. It must however be noted that patients experiencing clinical deterioration are frequently transported for radiology and to theater. This period is more prone to data loss, and transportation has been reported to affect MD values (28) . Finally, treatments could affect MD patterns. Since individuality persists for the whole analysis period, treatments employed during parts of it, such as pentothal comas, were not the cause of clustering. As the goal of treatment would be to normalize MD data, treatments, when beneficial, would tend to weaken individuality. Thus, individual patient clustering does not seem to be artifactual.
As ICP and CPP have different sampling rates compared with MD (1-2 min vs. 1 hr), ICP and CPP data must be converted when compared with MD. A 1-hr average misses transients. A strategy extracting the amount of time under, or over, a certain cutoff level will not lose transients but is sensitive to the level of cutoff. It does not either grade or weigh extreme values. Our data did not let us choose a CPP cutoff Ͻ60 mm Hg, since lower levels produce little data. A cutoff level of 60 mm Hg may include MD data above a true critical CPP threshold. CPP levels have been shown to correlate with brain oxygen tissue levels (9, 45) , outcome (46) , and MD values (47, 48) , although critical thresholds vary between investigations (8, 49, 50) . Our targeted CPP levels may thus have been controlled within safe ranges and were therefore not reflected in MD values.
The relationship between high ICP and an adverse clinical course is well recognized (51) . In contrast with CPP, the topography of high ICP areas, on our maps, appears to overlap that of outcome. Extreme ICP levels, during herniation, have shown predictable MD responses (6) . However, we had limited data monitoring this situation. The accumulated time of ICP Ͼ20 mm Hg has been related to a bad outcome (52) . Our ICP and CPP percentage coloring strategy will give a visual effect akin to this "area under curve" on the maps. Our ICP cutoff of 18 mm Hg (518 MD hours) was chosen to include periods with open ventricular drains, most commonly placed at 20 mm Hg, as increased ICP regions. ICP was aggressively treated, and our data contain but 368 hrs of ICP with an hour mean Ͼ20 mm Hg and only 21 hrs with an ICP hour mean Ͼ25 mm Hg. It cannot be excluded that a higher sampling rate of MD (10) than 1 hr, and thus a higher resolution of converted ICP, could reveal correlated transients that are not seen in our material. Table 1 ). Many patients show no or little movement from their own cluster. Several patients can be seen to make a few 1-to 2-hr jumps to other regions on the map. These "jumps" (if not artifacts) will represent fast metabolic changes and might be expected to move to common areas on the map (i.e., ischemic). Some patients move between two or three different cluster areas, seemingly to and from high glucose areas (as seen also viewing the vector maps). Trajectory maps from all patients can be downloaded upon request to the authors. Figure 5 . The purpose of the distance map projection is to visualize to what extent self-organizing map (SOM) regions differ in pattern. The distance map shows a surface structure where "steepness" represents a greater vector "distance" (Euclidean) between adjacently lying nodes. It visualizes the nonuniformity of pattern distances between nodes on the maps. Ridges will therefore delineate outlying microdialysis (MD) patterns. Valleys are seen to correspond to individual patients by simultaneously viewing the label map. Patients with highly pathologic MD values are seen to be those most outlined. Axes are grid numbers, corresponding to those of all other map projections.
All dynamic MD pattern changes in our data can be visualized as movement on the trajectory maps ( Fig. 6 ). It is tempting to speculate that such movement from an individual's own "baseline" values, as shown in our study, could be the focus of future MD monitoring. Patient movements on the map could represent metabolic changes. Patient interpositioning on SOMs regions could indicate different metabolic states, which in the future may demand different therapeutic strategies. Such SOMs would require training on far more individuals but could be incorporated into bedside MD surveillance systems.
We believe that the data mining and visualization tools employed in this study contribute to our understanding of MD. In this study, 2084 hrs of MD, ICP, and CPP monitoring were transformed to a visual representation, revealing distinct patterns of MD that are otherwise hard to detect using conventional medical statistical methods. In addition, it is not a "black box" method, as pattern characteristics are interpretable for all patients, and each patient can be followed over time.
CONCLUSION
We have found, using an artificial neural network-like pattern-clustering technique (Kohonen self-organizing maps), that patients with TBI exhibit highly individualistic and sustained patterns of MD. Because MD data cluster for individuals, there are no common MD patterns among patients for periods of increased ICP or decreased CPP within the range of our data. Sustained patterns imply that the dominant information embedded in MD analysis reflects metabolic processes that extend the whole analysis period. We suggest that strong contributors to these patterns are different metabolic states and local gradients, seen in sampling a small extracellular fluid volume. Future investigation should focus on relating these patterns, and movement within and from clusters, to possible metabolic states of the complex pathophysiology of TBI. This may help provide a possible path of study for future differentiation of pharmacologic treatment strategies.
